crushing & pressing

MAKING VINTAGE EASY!
PRESSES
Perforated Drum or
Tank Press Styles
From 900-10,000L

Central membrane
air bag press to
cut oxidation in
white wines
Paul Baggio
Australian & New Zealand Winemakers P/L

TANKS
Stainless Steel Tanks
100 -20,000L

BENEFIT FROM
OUR EXPERIENCE
OF 50 YEARS

Call us now for a quote

DESTEMMERS

Top 50 Model
From 30-80 Ton/h

CRUSHERS
Top 8-15-20
From 8-20 Ton/h

PUMPS & FILTERS
Volumetric Pumps
For transfer of whole, crushed,
destalked grapes and
fermented marc

R.D. TALLARIDA ENGINEERING
10-16 Syme Street, Brunswick, Vic 3056
P: (03) 9388 0588 or (03) 9380 5438
F: (03) 9388 0710 M: 0419 345 394
E: talarc@bigpond.com.au www.tallarida.com.au
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Quality-conscious winemakers worldwide have adopted Della
Toffola’s latest membrane press technology innovation to achieve:
r DMFBOFSKVJDF
r MFTTQIFOPMJDT
r MFTTCSPXOJOH
r CFUUFSZJFMET
r TIPSUFSQSFTTJOHDZDMFT
Della Toffola knows what every winemaker knows: oxidation is
bad for wine quality. For white wine the main culprits are oxidases.
Winemakers can try to limit the damage oxidases do by minimising
the availability of oxygen molecules for them to hijack. By using
inert gas covers, for example.
Even with careful use of inert gas, more oxygen inevitably sneaks
in somewhere. During racking, and even through tiny leaks in hoses
and fittings, for examples. That’s why smart winemakers try to
separate juice from the skins with the least possible damage to the
skins, and as quickly as possible. Prevention is better than cure.
For at least 20 years membrane ‘air bag’ presses have been the
pressing technology of choice for making quality white wine. No
other type of press yields quality pressings as efficiently. This is
because membrane presses separate juice relatively quickly, and
they are gentle on the skins, minimising the disruption which lets
the oxidases loose.
But the standard side-mounted membrane press has an important
limitation: the configuration of the screen which holds back the skins
while allowing juice to pass through. When the membrane is fixed
to the side, only about half of the tank surface can be used for the
screen.
To improve on the performance of side-mounted membrane presses,
Della Toffola took inspiration from the traditional Champagne press
technology, which is still used since its inception hundreds of years
ago. This made sense, because avoiding oxidation and browning is
especially critical for Champagne base wine production.
The traditional Champagne press is a vertical basket press with a
cylindrical screen comprised of upright oak staves. Gentle downward
pressure on the charge of grapes expels juice through the spaces
between the staves, with minimum damage to the skins, resulting in
minimum oxidases in the juice. It gives Champagne-quality juice,
but it’s cumbersome and slow to discharge the pressed skins and
recharge with grapes, though. An acceptable inefficiency only if you
can achieve Champagne prices.
Della Toffola’s latest innovation provides a step up in wine
quality as well as pressing efficiency by borrowing the Champenoise
concept of a continuous cylindrical screen, and applying it to the
enhanced efficiency of a membrane press.
The result is an air bag press with a central membrane. With its
membrane positioned centrally, the whole cylindrical surface of a
Della Toffola press is available for the screen (except for the small
area taken up by the doors.)
This effectively doubles the screen surface area relative to the
volume of the charge, enabling not just quicker separation and
a greater fraction of clean free-run juice. It also enables quicker
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expression of the remaining juice, under more gentle pressure
from the inflating membrane, and with less cake-breaking phases
required.
The results are, in comparison with standard side-mounted
membrane presses, less damage to skins during pressing, and so
lower polyphenol levels and fewer solids in suspension. In other
words, lower concentrations of oxidases, and so less oxidation, better
retention of flavour, and less browning. And because there are fewer
suspended solids, quicker cold settling.
Shorter press cycle times mean increased pressing productivity,
especially important during the peak of harvest. And less skin
contact times mean that the oxidases which are still bound to the
skins have less time to do their dirty work, so there is less oxidation
in the press itself.
“We have been extremely satisfied with the performance of our
Della Toffola central membrane air bag presses. We can crush and
achieve drainage at 100 tonnes per hour in feed and then press in 90
minutes, achieving further downstream benefits such as faster settling
and quicker reaction time and utilisation of centrifuges, tanks and
staff as well as lower solids and lower phenolics, which means faster
clarification and less wine downgrades due to reprocessing,” said
James Vardanega, cellar operations manager for Casella Wines.
“The central membrane press efficiency, ease of operation and
cleaning, automation, and capacity to set-up for different varieties
and cycles as required, has given us competitive advantages and an
excellent return on our investment,” added Vardanega.
Rob Godwin from GisVin Ltd in Gisborne, New Zealand, is
another satisfied Della Toffola customer.
“Regarding our PFC200 Della Toffola purchased and installed
for the 2009 vintage, I can personally say that the press met our
expectations,” he said.
After comparing the Della Toffola to his side-mounted membrane
presses, Godwin made the following specific observations:
increased volumes of free-run juice prior to beginning the press
cycle and less colour pick-up in certain varieties (e.g. Pinot Gris)
juice quality was good and solids levels were within satisfactory
levels (or maybe better once we have collated information)
simple to use and read interface; altering programs to suit
varieties/customer specification is easy and fast
all safety measures reliable, ie. overfill/ bag damage prevention,
door sensors and emergency stops
shorter press cycle times (maybe half of side bag press) enabled
maximum use of press during peak of harvest.

THE NEW %UROPRESS #OOL WITH COOLING
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Della Toffola is exclusively distributed by Australian & New
Zealand Winemakers P/L. For further information, call
(03)8405 9000 or visit www.ausnzwinemakers.com
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The Della Toffola central membrane air bag press.
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